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ABSTRACT 
This paper introduces the Trajectory Touchpoint Technique (TTT), a service design methodology that harnesses 
customer experiences for enriched understanding of value throughout multilevel service components to 
ultimately increase innovativeness. We detail the design and development of the TTT using Design Science 
Research (DSR), a goal-oriented methodology that produces robust and practical solutions to organizational 
problems. We demonstrate the TTT’s practical utility through collaborations with different organizations (n = 9) 
and diverse service users (n = 240). We show how the TTT is an easy to use methodology that enhances 
understanding of value creation, and illustrate its benefits with concrete examples of innovations to service 
encounters, the service system, and the value constellation. We reveal how a service design methodology can be 
the bridge between the theoretical standpoint of S-D logic’s perspective on value cocreation and the practical 
tools and techniques required to operationalize it. 
 














The meaning of service innovation is changing. Early innovation classifications, such as radical versus 
incremental, had much in common with the goods dominant logic perspective which conceptualized innovation 
as new products or product improvements. In contrast, a new way of viewing service innovation is emerging. 
Based on S-D logic (Vargo and Lusch 2004, 2017), this new perspective shifts focus from output to customer 
value (Skålén et al. 2015; Vargo and Lusch 2008). The lens of S-D logic reveals service innovation as a more 
evolutionary process of creating, combining, and reconfiguring resources to transform the ways service is 
designed, developed, delivered, and perceived (Foglieni, Villari and Maffei 2018). Consequently, viewing 
service innovation as change to perceived value broadens its meaning to incorporate small improvements to 
single service activities as well as completely new service offerings (Witell et al. 2016). Changing focus from 
organizational output to value experienced by the beneficiary means that customer participation in the 
innovation process is mandatory (Edvardsson et al. 2010; Lusch and Nambisan 2015). However, while research 
stresses the centrality of a deep understanding of customers to innovation processes and practices (Storey and 
Larbig 2018), embedding and managing customer involvement is complex, and research offers little guidance 
on how an organization can actually achieve this (Ngo and O’Cass 2013). We fill this gap with the Trajectory 
Touchpoint Technique (TTT), a deep dive methodology that harnesses customer experiences for enriched 
understanding of value throughout multilevel service components to ultimately increase innovativeness. The 
purpose of this paper is to introduce the TTT, explain its development, and examine its utility. 
Service systems are complex constellations of integrated resources connected to others at micro, meso, 
and macro levels (Maglio and Spohrer 2008), and range from individuals and enterprises to national and global 
systems. Small changes in customer tastes to dynamic and turbulent trends such as the digital revolution and 
population aging impact these service systems in different ways. At the same time, a service is multilayered and 
hierarchical, comprising the service encounter (the interface where the customer and service provider interact), 
the organizational level service system (service architecture and process), and the value proposition (the 
strategic level service concept) (Patrício et al. 2011). Innovation within some or all of these levels enables the 
organization to identify and adapt to emerging developments (Foglieni et al. 2018). A value creation emphasis 
on service innovation means analyses need to consider interdependencies between service systems as well as 
within and between levels of the service hierarchy (Patrício, Gustafsson, and Fisk 2017). Service innovations 
can also comprise new roles for customers and new ways of acting (Wetter-Edman, Vink, and Blomkvist 2017). 
Embedded within S-D logic’s pivotal concept of value cocreation are two key perspectives useful for 
examining service innovation. First, focusing on resource integration within and between different levels of 
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service can uncover possibilities for new value cocreation and therefore innovation opportunities (Overkamp et 
al. 2018). Second, S-D logic contends that the beneficiary uniquely and phenomenologically determines value 
(Vargo and Lusch 2017) and provides an overall theoretical framework which views value cocreation as 
“resource-integrating, reciprocal-service providing actors cocreating value… through their institutional 
arrangements” (Vargo and Lusch 2016, p. 7). S-D logic is useful for enriching understanding of value cocreation 
and facilitation through resource integration at a theoretical level. Additionally, S-D logic has challenged 
traditional ways of thinking about outputs, shifting the focus of innovation and service effectiveness by 
spotlighting value-in-use and context, and always from the perspective of the customer (Fuentes and Smyth 
2016). However, it lacks practical processes and techniques to guide organizations in how they should gather the 
unique and phenomenological insights into value cocreation from the customer’s perspective, and the ways to 
configure resources to enhance potential value cocreation opportunities (Payne, Storbacka, and Frow 2008). 
Recently, advocates of service design suggest this is the way to bridge the gap between the theoretical 
standpoint of S-D logic’s perspective on value cocreation and the practical tools and techniques required to 
operationalize it (Wetter-Edman et al., 2014). Service design systematically examines services through the 
designer’s lens, employing design methods and techniques in order to visualize, observe, and interpret needs and 
behaviors and transform them into possible service futures (Teixeira, Patrício and Tuunanen 2018).  Possible 
service futures incorporate both the design of new services and incremental improvements to current service 
systems (Zomerdijk and Voss 2010), making service design paramount to service innovation (Storey and Larbig 
2018). Service design provides the tools and techniques needed for addressing a specific need using people-
centered, creative, systematic, and collaborative processes (Foglieni et al. 2018). It has emerged as a distinct 
field of recognition, not least because it takes an interdisciplinary and holistic perspective of the service system 
(Patrício et al. 2011) in order to cope with the complex and multifaceted dimensions of modern services. There 
are clear opportunities for synergy by blending service design and S-D logic (Kimbell 2011; Meroni and 
Sangiorgi 2011; Wetter-Edman et al. 2014). Such synergies respond to recent calls for more innovation research 
into cocreation which argue that current theoretical insights and practical applications are too remote (Dresch, 
Lacerda, and Antunes 2015). In response, we introduce the TTT. The TTT is an enabling methodology (Frow et 
al. 2015) in that it provides the practical knowledge and insights needed to apply key theoretical principles of S-
D logic to service systems in order to innovate through enhanced cocreation opportunities.  
We demonstrate the evolution and utility of the TTT in a field rarely examined in service research: 
palliative care, as well as its adaptation and use in alternative service ecosystems. We establish how the TTT 
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empirically and systematically collects the unique phenomenological insights needed to determine value from 
the customer’s perspective, and at different service levels, which is important given the intricacies of these 
experiences and the methodological challenges of obtaining such data (Jüttner et al. 2013). But the TTT is more 
than a data collection tool. In order for it to be useful, effective knowledge transfer needs to follow knowledge 
acquisition (Storey and Larbig 2018). Consequently, the TTT has a built-in knowledge transfer system. We 
explain and demonstrate how the TTT harnesses rich customer insights into practical ways in which the 
organization can coordinate value cocreation by reconfiguring actors and other resources within and across 
different levels of the service system to ultimately increase innovativeness. We show its effectiveness with 
organizations that had already utilized a range of qualitative and quantitative methodologies to collect customer 
experience data, thereby demonstrating the TTT’s superiority at uncovering value creation opportunities that 
other methodologies had failed to expose. We will illustrate how this new methodology has enabled 
organizations to view their service as value offerings, and demonstrate empirically how the TTT leads to 
innovations and enhanced value cocreation at the levels of the service encounter, the organizational service 
system level, and indeed to the strategic level with enhanced value cocreation within a wider ecosystem. Just as 
S-D logic incorporates theoretical perspectives on user experience and service systems (Overkamp et al. 2018), 
the TTT provides a practical way of capturing customer experiences and using them to reconfigure resources at 
different levels of service in order to enhance value cocreation. The TTT is likely to be useful to any 
organization that wishes to incorporate the principles of value cocreation into service design, but is currently 
struggling with the practicalities of doing so. 
We next provide an overview of service design methods that focus on customer experience. Several of 
these methods informed or inspired the creation of the TTT, and we justify this in the next section. We then 
explain design science research (DSR), a creative and goal-oriented problem-solving paradigm (Hevner et al. 
2004) that is still novel to both service design and service research (Teixeira et al. 2018) before structuring the 
remaining sections of this paper around the 6-stage DSR process advocated by Peffers et al. (2007) which we 
used in order to develop the TTT. The paper closes with a consideration of our contributions.  
Service Design Methods 
A review of the service design literature reveals a variety of resources that describe, classify, and 
critique a large array of service design methods. Resources range from websites (e.g., servicedesigntools.org) 
and toolkits (e.g., Service Design Toolkit 2012), to book chapters (e.g., Kimbell and Blomberg 2017) and 
journal papers (e.g., Patrício, Fisk, and Cunha 2008; Teixeira et al. 2017). We rejected large numbers of these 
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methods relatively quickly. First, we rejected some of the less-known service design methods because they have 
little or no robust evaluation testifying to their effectiveness. We rejected a second group, though rigorously 
evaluated with undoubted contributions to the service design literature, on the basis that they focused solely on 
technology based service design. Our attention was on designing a methodology appropriate for use with any 
type of service from technology based to those classified as human services. Third, we found many methods 
originate from a goods-dominant logic, or value-in-exchange, perspective. Examples from this group include 
queueing, scheduling, and optimization frameworks that examine the arrangement or movement of resources 
within a service system (Glushko 2013). These methods tend to take an inside-out approach to service design, 
viewing service systems from the standpoint of the provider or the designer and are therefore outdated from a 
contemporary S-D logic perspective that embraces the concept of value-in-use (Vargo and Akaka 2009).  
In recent years a wide range of novel methods that do involve the customer in service design have 
emerged. At their heart is a focus on user orientation and contextualization and therefore they do take a 
cocreation perspective. These methods incorporate the concept of design thinking, which transcends customer 
participation in the form of surveys or semi-structured qualitative interviews to ensure deeper understanding of 
customer experiences of multidimensional, complex services, often using physical enactments (e.g., ‘body-
storming’ or role playing), and context mapping using ‘make-tools’ (drawing and creating physical models with 
a variety of materials) which can elicit latent needs or feelings (Holmlid 2009). However, we wanted to design a 
methodology that is enabling and inclusive for all users. Inappropriate design excludes the elderly, the disabled, 
and the marginalized. Indeed, literature often refers to these groups as distinct, as though they are outside of 
mainstream society (Clarkson and Coleman 2015). Yet, with global population aging poised to become one of 
the most significant social transformations of the twenty-first century (UN 2019) and noncommunicable 
diseases accounting for around three-quarters of all global deaths (WHO 2018), older and infirm consumers are 
certainly not outside the mainstream. Hence, we rejected this group of service design methods because they 
entail physical interaction with designers that would simply be impossible for many consumers.  
This systematic reduction process left us with a much smaller, but nevertheless diverse and 
heterogeneous range of service design methods from which to choose. We considered these from Kimbell and 
Blomberg’s (2017) typology of service design approaches. Each approach originates from different research 
traditions, focuses on different actors, and contains service design methods that perform differently. The first 
approach focuses on the service encounter, taking a wide perspective to include both the traditional interface 
between customer and service provider and also the interactions between customers and other actors. The 
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second focuses on value cocreation systems, i.e., the dynamic exchanges of resources that comprise both the 
organizational-level service system and the wider service ecosystem and value constellation. These two 
elements have clear similarities to the multilevel service design model proffered by Patrício et al. (2011) and 
discussed earlier insofar as both focus on the service encounter, though Kimbell and Blomberg’s (2017) value 
cocreation system comprises both the second and third layers of Patricio et al.’s model as it incorporates both 
the organizational-level service system and the service concept. The way the two perspectives differ 
significantly is the identification of a third approach in Kimbell and Blomberg’s (2017) typology. Called the 
socio-material configuration, it is “an assemblage of constituents which emerges through the dynamic unfolding 
of practice, providing interfaces through which actors engage with resources” (p. 84).  
In Kimbell and Blomberg’s (2017) typology, the designer focuses on the detail of the customer’s 
interaction experiences from the service encounter approach; examining service at the micro-level. A wider lens 
then scrutinizes the value cocreation system, where the results of customer experience and its delivery via 
configurations of resources and processes through organizational-level and ecosystem levels are the primary 
considerations. Hence, the socio-material configuration approach demands the service designer’s lens has a 
focus wide enough to consider the service from both a meso and macro-level, and is also able to zoom in to the 
minute detail of the customer experience at the micro level. The socio-material configuration approach therefore 
encompasses the customer’s experience with the service encounter, multilevels of service, service networks, and 
indeed wider social systems in which services exist. From this perspective, the customer experiences value 
cocreation opportunities through a range of situational local actors. The service encounter approach certainly 
views actors as having agency, but the socio-material approach argues that agency emerges from inter-relating 
(Kimbell and Blomberg 2017). Clearly, this view resonates with S-D logic’s perspective on value-in-context, 
which examines value cocreation from the perspective of the individual actor and from the wider perspective of 
the entire service ecosystem (Chandler and Vargo 2011).  
Some studies have made significant contributions to take a multidimensional perspective to service 
design. Multilevel service design (MSD) (Patrício et al. 2011), discussed earlier, was the first service design 
method to address cocreation at hierarchical levels of service. However, these authors themselves acknowledge 
that although MSD provides some insights into service experiences beyond the service encounter level, what is 
required is further empirical research that takes a more holistic view of service experience and provides a richer 
conceptualization of value. Teixeira et al.’s (2012) study merged MSD with customer experience modeling 
(CEM) and provided the field with a holistic approach to examining customer experience at different levels of 
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the service hierarchy. This study attempted to overcome the limitations of most other models which focus on 
single elements of customer experience, and called for further integration of CEM with service design methods. 
However, as these authors acknowledged, the utilization of different diagrams to depict and orchestrate different 
elements of the customer experience was time consuming and cumbersome, concluding that software tools 
would be useful for such future projects. Building on their earlier work, Teixeira et al. (2017) produced a service 
design method known as MINDS (Management and INteraction Design for Service). MINDS merges 
management and technology-oriented standpoints in order to better represent customer-technology interactions, 
using MSD. MINDS enhanced the design of innovative technology-enabled services in two services (watching 
football and a skin cancer service) and effectively bridged the gap between management and interaction design 
for producing rich visual models for designing technology-enabled services. A further multidimensional service 
design method followed with SD4VN (service design for value networks), created to improve service design 
methods by going beyond the dyadic service encounter represented by many alternatives (Patrício et al. 2018). 
Integrated into SD4VN is a value network perspective to better understand interactions of network actors.  
These novel multidimensional service design methods are leading the field by responding to the 
complexity of many modern services where networks and multichannel systems using ubiquitous technology 
have replaced the dyadic encounter. However, our design needed to incorporate multiple service levels in order 
to enable organizations to identify which, if any, provide opportunities for innovation. It needed to take a 
cocreation perspective and therefore analyze the different ways in which multiple actors and systems coordinate. 
Additionally, it had to put the customer at the heart of analysis in order to understand the ways in which they 
determine value. We wanted to understand how phenomenologically determined value occurs at the micro, 
meso, and macro levels, and identify how the reconfiguration of resources could lead to innovation via enhanced 
value cocreation opportunities. The service design methods outlined earlier could certainly contribute to 
designing multilevels of the current service offering, but we wanted one that took a deeper dive into the lived 
experiences of customers as they engaged with different actors throughout the different levels and interfaces of 
the service. We wanted to take the socio-material configuration approach to service design. Bringing these 
different dimensions together, our new methodology needed to (1) be easy to use; (2) systematically capture the 
tactic knowledge embedded in lived experiences of service users; (3) enhance understanding of value creation 
from the customer’s perspective; and (4) uncover viable and practical opportunities for innovation. However, 
service designers had not yet proffered a technique incorporating the full spectrum of cocreation activities and 
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actors that the socio-material configuration approach demands (Frow et al. 2015; Fuentes and Smyth 2016). 
Consequently, we designed the TTT.  
Rather than begin from a zero base, new methodologies benefit from empirical foundations by blending 
and aggregating existing methodologies (Domigall, Albani, and Winter 2013). This perspective is akin to 
situational method engineering (SME). In SME, the starting point is a method base, which is a set of existing 
method parts, comprising small portions of the new methodology. SME begins with an evaluation of the range 
of available method parts from the method base and selects those that are useful to construct a new methodology 
(Henderson-Sellers et al. 2014). Using the SME analogy, our method base comprised the full range of service 
design methods that we evaluated before rejecting many for the various reasons detailed previously. Of those 
that remained, we selected six, using Kimbell and Blomberg’s (2017) typology to guide us. We evaluated and 
selected two methods from each of the three different service design perspectives. At the service encounter level 
we selected touchpoints and the servicescape. For examining service systems we chose service blueprints and 
customer journey mapping. In order to ensure depth of understanding of value-in-context (Chandler and Vargo 
2011) and therefore incorporate a socio-material configuration approach, we chose experienced based co-design 
(EBCD) and rich pictures. Table 1 details these choices and our evaluation of them, outlining the reasons why 
no one single method was fully capable of meeting our needs; a (+) sign indicates the potential benefits and 
reasons why we chose these method parts, while a (-) sign indicates the limitations of each method. Armed with 
our method parts, we turned to design science research to build our new methodology.     
Table 1 Here 
Design Science Research (DSR) 
DSR achieves two purposes simultaneously: it produces scientific knowledge and helps to solve real 
organizational issues (Hevner et al. 2004). DSR aims to extend the boundaries of organizational capabilities 
through creating and evaluating innovative artifacts. An artifact is any object that has an embedded research 
contribution in its design (Peffers et al. 2007). DSR overcomes the limitations of other approaches by ensuring 
conceptual models have empirical utility (Hevner et al. 2004), so differs from design thinking. To illustrate, 
when applied to service research, a design thinking perspective would concentrate on the service experience 
itself. In contrast, DSR focuses on creating a better artifact that can delve more deeply into user experience and 
therefore enhance understanding of the service experience. Ultimately, the design of improved service systems 
can emerge from a better understanding of user experience, and practical applicability to solve a problem is an 
essential requirement of DSR (Hevner et al. 2004). At the same time as seeking to reduce the theory-practice 
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gap, DSR upholds rigor to ensure reliability of results (Dresch et al. 2015). DSR is both creative and goal-
oriented: creative insofar as the artifacts are innovative and artistic, and goal-oriented in that these artifacts are 
applied to important problems and then rigorously evaluated for their potential to transform organizational 
strategies and processes (Hevner et al. 2004). In other words, the goal of DSR is research utility. 
DSR is well-established in the field of Information Systems. Only recently however have service 
researchers turned to DSR, perhaps because service design lacks suitable methods to deal with modern complex 
services (Teixeira et al. 2018). Examples of service design methods developed using DSR are MINDS (Teixeira 
et al. 2017) and SD4VN (Patrício et al. 2018), discussed earlier. These novel applications exemplify the ways in 
which academe, through a rigorous, creative, and innovative process, can push technological frontiers further 
and respond to requests from organizations for solutions to their problems (Dresch et al. 2015). The remainder 
of this paper explains how we employed DSR to build the TTT in response to such a request. 
METHODOLOGY: USING DSR TO CREATE THE TTT 
We utilized the 6-step DSR procedure advocated by Peffers et al. (2007), a tried and tested process for 
use in service design research (Teixeira et al. 2017) and well suited to our purposes. Figure 1 outlines the 6 
stages and applies each of them to the development of the TTT.  
Figure 1 Here 
 
Stage 1: Problem identification and motivation 
 The preceding review of service design methods demonstrated the lack of one that incorporates the full 
spectrum of cocreation activities that the socio-material configuration approach requires. Hence we needed to 
build a new enabling methodology with the key aims of harnessing customer experiences, emphasizing value 
creation within and between service systems, and spotlighting those service aspects that do add value as well as 
opportunities for potential innovations through enhanced value cocreation. These broad goals would provide 
various organizations with a service design methodology that bridges the gap between S-D logic’s theoretical 
focus on value cocreation and resource integration, and a practical technique needed for implementation. 
Certainly, such a methodology is called for (Fuentes and Smyth 2016; Vink, Wetter-Edman and Aguirre 2017). 
Additionally, we faced several problems specific to ‘Red Hospice’, the organization that first 
approached us. First, policy makers had told them about the need to ensure they are ‘patient centered’ but 
beyond the clinical encounter, already rated as excellent, they did not know how to begin to approach this. 
Second, the abundance of previous research into consumer satisfaction (both qualitative and quantitative) they 
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already owned revealed outstanding evaluations: lending no clue as to how the service could improve. Third, we 
discovered a situation where customer satisfaction research typically relies on retrospective family surveys, on 
the basis that patients themselves are too ill to participate. This meant we faced a position where some key 
service users were not involved in service design decisions. Finally, in our specific case we faced a hesitancy, 
prevalent among society, to discuss mortality (Giovanni, 2012). Consequently we were dealing with a taboo 
subject.  
 
Stage 2: Defining the objectives for a solution 
Building on our objectives outlined earlier, our new methodology needed to: 
1. Be easy to use. This relates to ease of use for the researcher/service provider, and for the service user, 
including the elderly, disabled, and other marginalized consumers.  
2. Systematically capture the tactic knowledge embedded in lived experiences of service users. Capturing 
customer experiences of value is methodologically challenging (Jüttner et al. 2013), and many of these 
challenges were heightened in our specific case.  
3. Enhance understanding of value creation from the customer’s perspective. S-D logic stresses that the 
beneficiary uniquely and phenomenologically determines value; both S-D logic and the socio-material 
configuration approach to service design posit that value emerges in context within interconnections of tangible 
and intangible resources.  
4. Uncover viable and practical opportunities for innovation. We needed an enabling methodology: a practical 
way to transfer understanding of value cocreation into opportunities to reconfigure resources within and 
between service systems and the different levels of the service hierarchy. 
 
Stage 3: Design and Development of the TTT 
Kernel theories 
A kernel theory is any theory that informs artifact construction (Gregor and Hevner 2013), while a 
theory-ingrained artifact is one which is actively inscribed with recognizable theoretical elements (Sein et al. 
2011). Our earlier discussion detailed several key ways in which the metatheories of S-D logic and cocreation 
informed the design of the TTT. We also viewed the specific problem of ‘patient centeredness’ as value 
cocreation. As part of the larger transition from passive to active consumption in healthcare, recent thinking on 
patient-centeredness takes a broader, organizational perspective that goes beyond the clinical encounter to 
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examine structures, cultures, and processes that impact patient experience (Liberati et al. 2015). Indeed, the 
Royal College of Nursing explains person-centered care as the need to make systems suit users, rather than the 
other way round. Couching this issue as one of value cocreation enabled us to view the problem in broader 
terms, applicable to a wide range of service organizations.  
Second, our case presented with an extreme form of cognitive appraisal. Cognitive appraisal is a 
consumer coping strategy that may explain why large numbers of customers do not complain directly to the 
service provider (Stephens and Gwinner 1998). Attachment theory (Bowlby 1969) best explains our extreme 
case in terms of reluctance for customers to voice complaints. Attachment theory suggests that increased 
dependency triggers feelings of extreme vulnerability and a crisis of attachment that leads some people to seek 
and establish closeness (actual or perceived) with a care provider. This closeness leads to a tendency for people 
to agree that the service is superb solely on the basis of interpersonal relationships formed with the caring staff 
(Churchman et al. 2014), hence it is not unusual for some service providers to receive overwhelmingly excellent 
feedback and few complaints. Encouraging customers to voice any dissatisfaction leads to opportunities to 
remedy problems by improving the service (Stephens and Gwinner 1998). The TTT therefore needed to 
recognize this potential barrier; as well as acknowledging that interpersonal relationships are important, the new 
methodology had to go beyond the encounter and encourage people to talk candidly about their experience. 
Third, we had a case where research often omits key service users from samples, on the basis that 
hospice patients are too ill to participate (Dy et al. 2016). At best, from a value cocreation perspective, omitting 
sick, disabled, or vulnerable people from service research because it is too difficult to capture their voices is a 
flaw in the service design process (Anderson, Nasr, and Rayburn 2018). At worst, it constitutes an unacceptable 
but systemic form of exclusion (Coggin 2008). The systems theory of disability questions the medical model of 
disability (handicapped due to incapacity or impairments) on the basis that disability results from obstacles in 
society. In other words, people are only handicapped if society does not take account of their impairments 
(Michailakis 2003). However, our case may not be as unique as first surmised: despite their growing numbers, 
research still routinely excludes older and disabled persons (Key and Culliney 2018). As previously mentioned, 
increasing numbers of consumers will be aging and frail. Hence, we based our design decisions on the concept 
of inclusive design, which underscores user diversity and views design decisions as having the potential to 
include or exclude people due to capability variations (Clarkson and Coleman 2015). The new methodology 
needed to be easy to use, even with people who are old, sick, or vulnerable.  
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Finally, we designed the TTT in such a way as to encourage people to talk about difficult, personal, and 
even taboo subjects. As Alinsky (1971, p. 79) famously states, “happenings only become experiences when they 
are reflected on, related to general patterns, and synthesized”, hence the design needed to encourage deep 
reflection in order to help people to translate their happenings into experiences. Based on the premise that 
people think narratively as opposed to argumentatively or paradigmatically, narrative theory posits that stories 
and storytelling are central to achieving a deep understanding of consumers (Woodside, Sood, and Miller 2008). 
Narrative theory also postulates that most information stored and retrieved from memory is episodic, hence 
encouraging people to tell their stories is an effective way to recall incidents, experiences, and evaluations. 
Finally, narratives allow people to share with the researcher their experiences, as opposed to the researcher 
imposing their beliefs in the form of predetermined interview or survey questions on the research.  
Data collection, analysis, and feedback procedures 
The TTT encourages participants to feel free to talk about any dimension of their experience that 
resonates with them, and allows people to add any omitted touchpoints. Nevertheless the process needed kick-
starting so we identified as many potential touchpoints as we could. Starting with blueprinting and the 
servicescape to remind us to include multiple tangible and intangible service dimensions, we drew on numerous 
sources to identify potential touchpoints, including academic palliative care literature, experiential consumption 
literature, policy documents, interviews with a variety of staff, introspection, unstructured interviews with 
several service users, and observation. Online Appendix A gives a detailed account of these sources.  
We then grouped these into potential touchpoints into 5 logical journey stages and 2 servicescape 
dimensions:  
 ‘Pre-Arrival’ (journey stage 1) details the customer journey up to the point of experiencing the service;  
 ‘Arrival’ (journey stage 2) illustrates those touchpoints a customer may come into contact with as they 
first begin to experience the service;  
 ‘Care and Support’ illuminates the core service aspects provided by frontline staff;  
 ‘Facilities’ depicts the non-social dimensions of the servicescape;  
 ‘Shared Spaces’ portrays the social dimensions of the servicescape;  
 ‘The Little Extras’ show those augmented aspects of the service;  
 ‘Final processes and aftercare’ depict the completion of the core service and the aftercare experience. 
Online Appendix B provides a detailed example of our 7 sets of potential touchpoints. 
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We then transformed each individual potential touchpoint into a rich picture image using photographs, 
clip-art cartoons, and easy to recognize signs and symbols. As will be detailed later, testing and refinement 
resulted in various adaptations to these images. Figure 2 illustrates one early version and one finalized version 
of the groups of touchpoints. Online Appendix C provides a color version of a finalized touchpoint group. We 
uploaded each group onto tablets and printed them onto large laminated cards. 
Figure 2 Here 
The TTT is more than just a set of 7 picture cards. It is a full methodology for uncovering in-depth 
stories of customer’s lived experiences at the same time as ensuring systematic data collection and analysis. 
Figure 3 details this methodology. Narratives are audio recorded, transcribed verbatim, and subjected to manual 
thematic analysis where 2 researchers independently analyze the data then compare and collate their analysis. 
Initially we used NVivo software but found manual thematic analysis superior in understanding the nuances in 
the data. 
Figure 3 Here 
Additionally, we designed a built-in knowledge transfer system. Empirical utility is a key objective of 
DSR, yet understanding how an organization absorbs new customer knowledge is limited (Storey and Larbig 
2018), though we did acknowledge that busy frontline staff would not read large and detailed reports containing 
results. Key opportunities for innovation are often in the emotional content of data (Coghlan and Prokopoff 
2004); hence the new technique should not strip results of that emotion. Yet, to ensure findings from the TTT 
make a real difference, it is important that staff of every level are on board. Consequently the TTT has feedback 
posters as an integral part of its design. Each of the 7 sets of touchpoint cards has its own feedback poster, 
complete with the touchpoint images to link different customer journey dimensions to the customer’s narrative. 
Each feedback poster comprises 4 sections: aspects of service that are excellent, areas for improvement, 
recommendations, and a section based on the ‘you said we did’ concept, which encourages staff from different 
levels to respond to the findings with ideas on post-it notes. Involving staff in this way effectively treats them as 




In addition to an artifact, a DSR project produces a special type of theory, a so-called design theory or 
theory for design and action (Gregor 2006). A design theory comprises the class (generalized) requirements and 
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the general components the artifact has to possess to meet the class requirements, as well as the design process 
which is the sequence of activities required to design the artifact. Capturing and formally codifying the design 
effort in producing a problem-solving artifact ensures it is valuable to both research and practice (Kuechler and 
Vaishnavi 2012). The basic premise is that a design theory formally codifies design knowledge that is applicable 
to a class of problems rather than solely the individual problem for which the artifact was produced (Gregor and 
Jones 2007; Sein et al. 2011). Design theories differ epistemologically from our central understanding of theory 
for analysis, explanation, and/or prediction and are therefore sometimes unrecognizable as theories (Gregor and 
Jones 2007). However, if we view prescription as akin to prediction, we can see that a design theory is 
essentially a theory about how to do something which, when acted upon, causes a certain type of artifact to 
come into being. Hence the knowledge captured in a design theory serves a practical purpose (Gregor 2006). As 
Van Aken (2004) argues, understanding a problem is only halfway to solving it; we need prescriptive theories 
useful for designing solutions to a class of organizational problems. He pleads for the development of what he 
terms management theory as field-tested and grounded directions that serve as design exemplars of managerial 
problem solving. Unlike conceptual research which provides general enlightenment, he calls for more 
instrumental use of research involving acting on results, which he argues is actually a more ambitious objective. 
Design science theories do, however, go beyond prescriptions to also include functional explanations of 
why artifacts have certain attributes. Baskerville and Pries-Heje (2010) argue a design theory should comprise 
two distinct constituents: an explanatory constituent and a practice constituent, as illustrated in figure 4. The 
explanatory design theory embodies the class requirements (conditions or capabilities) and a generalized set of 
features to satisfy these. The purpose of the explanatory design theory is therefore to explain a range of 
phenomena rather than a specific instance of a problem: requirements specify and explain the need for 
components, and components are justified by the requirements. The second constituent, the design practice 
theory, prescribes in a practical way how to design the artifact, and makes propositions that describe, explain, 
and/or predict its utility. Following this argument, conceptual understanding of S-D logic and cocreation still 
leaves undone a practical technique to use them instrumentally. The theory that emerges from our DSR project 
therefore comprises an explanatory design theory containing the generalized requirements and components 
needed for an artifact for service professionals (managers and researchers) who want to act upon and apply the 
key theoretical principles of S-D logic to service design in order to innovate through enhanced cocreation 
opportunities with an inclusive, easy to use methodology. The design practice theory comprises a field-tested 
prescription that provides direction on how to build this methodology. Table 2 details the design theory. 
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Figure 4 and Table 2 Here 
Stage 4: Demonstration  
  An instantiation is the realization of an artifact in its environment (Hevner et al. 2004). This realization 
is the focus of this section. Figure 1 divides the 6-stage DSR process into 2 major phases: build and evaluate. 
Stage 4 (demonstration) and stage 5 (evaluation) have some degree of overlap, but demonstration is akin to ‘proof-
of-concept’ evaluation, while stage 5 is much more rigorous and comprises a full evaluation of how the artifact 
supports a solution to the problem  (Tuunanen and Peffers 2018). In order to avoid duplication, we limit this 
section of the paper purely to detailing the demonstration, and address evaluation in the next section. 
We concentrate primarily on our collaborations with hospices and palliative care organizations for 
evaluation of the TTT, as this phase of our research provides a richer case study in which to demonstrate its utility. 
However, in order to demonstrate a rigorous evaluation (and test proposition 5 of our design theory), we did adapt 
the TTT for use with single applications in one related service (a hospital medical/surgical unit) and one unrelated 
service (a veterinary practice). These latter instantiations testify the applicability of the TTT to organizations 
outside hospice and palliative care services. Table 3 details the collaborating organizations.     
Table 3 Here 
We used a purposive sampling approach with a selection criteria aimed at achieving maximum 
variation within the sample. Our collaborating hospices serve populations with very different socioeconomic 
profiles, from leafy suburbs in affluent parts of England, to inner cities noteworthy for health inequality gaps. 
Our sample includes a variety of service users (inpatients, outpatients, family caregivers, bereaved) from 
different socioeconomic statuses (from a homeless person to a variety of professionals), a mixture of ethnic 
groups, and a wide age range: our oldest participant was 91 years, while our youngest was 13. Purple Hospice is 
noteworthy because it is a children’s hospice: Purple Hospice patients were children, while one relative was a 
child sibling. The two remaining organizations offer palliative care services in different ways. Both connected to 
different major hospitals, one comprises a specialist inpatient unit while the other consists of a hospital-based 
team supporting patients newly diagnosed with incurable conditions. Analysis of Red and subsequently Blue 
and Yellow hospices confirmed saturation levels occurred at approximately 20 narratives; consequently the 
samples are smaller for the remaining hospices. As the hospital-based service differed operationally to the main 
hospices, we increased the sample size for this organization, but analysis revealed the same saturation point. 
We then demonstrated the utility of the TTT outside palliative care and indeed outside the UK when we 
used an adapted version to capture the lived experiences of 25 patients from the MedSurg (Medical/Surgical) 
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Unit of a large New York hospital. Unlike Red Hospice (and indeed most of the other hospices in our sample), 
this hospital lags behind both state and national averages in patient satisfaction ratings. Management owned data 
highlighted service aspects that fell below average, though they did not have in-depth understanding of patient 
experiences behind the metrics. Even a cursory glance at instruments such as the HCAHPS Survey (Hospital 
Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems) which aims “to meet consumer demand for 
objective, comprehensible data on the performance and care quality of individual hospitals” (Moriarty 2017), 
reveals that most response options are ‘never, sometimes, usually, or always’. Metrics provide managers with 
overall average satisfaction ratings for each question. An example of a question is “how often did you get help 
in getting to the bathroom or in using a bedpan as soon as you wanted?”  It tells us little about the patient’s 
perception of the help they needed, the frequency of the help, how they felt when they were waiting, and 
perhaps more importantly how they felt if they were waiting too long. Nor does the survey give caregivers or 
close relatives a say. In contrast, the TTT gives all service users a voice. Consider the difference in a metric to 
the following quote from a narrative about an event that happened at a hospital prior to the patient being 
transferred for hospice care:  “we nipped off for about an hour and when we got back my Dad was sitting in a 
pool of urine, soaked completely and his buzzer was going off, and the two men opposite said we have set off 
our buzzers as well as your Dad has been buzzing for ages and no one has come, and when we got to him bless 
him, he said I just couldn’t hold on anymore and I am so sorry, and he was crying, his dignity, it was awful…”  
One could argue that these dissimilarities are simply due to difference in nuance between qualitative 
and quantitative techniques. However, we did not ask any direct or specific questions about bedpans or toilets; 
we simply put a ‘care and support’ image card in front of participants. Responses comprised what was important 
to them, what mattered, their experiences, their feelings, their emotions. This lack of direct questioning is 
important, as the TTT image cards eliminate some interviewer bias. A large body of literature details the effects 
of human interviewers on data collection processes, with face-to-face methods usually producing the largest 
effects (West and Blom 2017). Because the TTT does not rely on specific questions, bias originating from the 
ways questions are asked, and a variability between different interviewers, is eliminated.  
Our use of the TTT to capture the lived experiences of customers of a veterinary practice (some had 
pre-booked routine appointments, some left their pets for surgery, others had medical emergencies) took a little 
adaptation insofar as many images (e.g., the little extras card) were unnecessary. We also changed images of 
doctors to images of vets with dogs and cats. However, the 6 remaining touchpoint cards stayed. Importantly, 
the same design rules (detailed in table 2) applied, lending evidence to support the generalizability of the TTT to 
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services outside human health. The TTT again enabled rich detail of the perceptions (and misconceptions) about 
the service, and deep insights into customer experiences with booking systems, the waiting rooms, queueing at 
reception to both check-in and pay, and even issues with the outside servicescape (grass verges with dog waste).  
Previously, this practice had administered various quantitative surveys but the data that emerged from the TTT 
study was richer, deeper, and uncovered aspects of the service not previously considered. 
In sum, the TTT has to date been demonstrated in conjunction with 3 different types of services, across 
9 different organizations, and with 240 diverse service users over a period of over 4 years. This level of 
demonstration and evaluation to ensure an artifact works over a range of contexts is richer than that usually 
applied to much social science (Peffers, Tuunanen, and Niehaves 2018) but such rigorous evaluation of a DSR 
artifact is essential (Peffers et al. 2012) in order to provide the evidence which differentiates design from design 
science research (Venable, Pries-Heje, and Baskerville 2016). Consequently it is to the evaluation of the utility 
of the TTT that we now turn. 
Stage 5: Evaluation of the DSR outputs 
Rigor is a major consideration when deciding how to answer the fundamental DSR questions of ‘what 
utility does the new artifact provide?’ and ‘what demonstrates that utility?’ (Hevner et al 2004). Conceptually, 
evaluation comprises empirical evidence or logical proof of the utility of the artifact (Peffers et al. 2007). This 
important stage necessitates a clear evaluation strategy (Hevner et al. 2004; Peffers et al. 2012), so we use the 4-
step framework advocated by Venable et al. (2016), applied in figure 5.  
Figure 5 Here 
The starting point of the strategy considers the evaluation’s functional purpose. Formative evaluation 
helps to improve outcomes, while summative evaluation judges outcomes against expectations (objectives and 
design theory propositions). Consideration of the evaluation paradigm also occurs early in this process, and 
while positivistic laboratory based artificial evaluation can be useful for information systems and software 
development, we of course chose naturalistic evaluation which is interpretivist and takes place in a real 
environment (Hevner et al. 2004). In our case naturalistic evaluation took place with 9 different organizations. 
Our choice of the ‘human risk and effectiveness strategy’ (stage 2) is therefore subject to the intricacies and 
convolutions of organizations and indeed human behavior; but is worthwhile because such DSR evaluations 
lead to stronger internal validity and testing of the design theory (Venable et al. 2016). The third stage of the 
framework demands consideration of what DSR outputs to consider. Clearly, we need to evaluate the physical 
artifact (the touchpoint image cards) and the whole TTT as a methodology (see figure 3) to meet our 4 DSR 
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objectives. As shown in the final section of figure 5, we designed an evaluation strategy that utilized both 
formative and summative evaluation in relation to objective 1. We used summative evaluation for examining 
utility against the remaining objectives. Embedded within our evaluation against objectives is consideration of 
performance in relation to our design theory propositions. Our earlier discussion already provides some details 
of the ways in which our kernel theories and existing service design methods helped meet our data capture 
objectives. The discussion that follows builds on our earlier narrative.  
Objective 1: Ease of Use. Formative evaluations via the tight coupling of design-evaluation-iteration 
can produce empirically based reasons for improvement (Venable et al. 2016). Three such reasons led to major 
design changes.  An early change occurred with the relatively quick realization that people smiled at the brightly 
colored cartoon pictures, while the other images did not have the same impact. A color version of the TTT 
images is available in Online Appendix C. Note the difference in the versions of the touchpoint images in figure 
2. Feedback was clear: to participants, the brightly-colored cartoons were preferable to the more realistic 
photograph-type images. While anthropomorphism informs consumer storytelling theory focusing on brands 
(Woodside et al. 2008), and cartoons are used in some projective techniques, we had not expected this aspect of 
narrative theory to be applicable to our experiential research into healthcare services. Yet, undoubtedly, the 
cartoon images made people smile and put them at ease. Psychology research suggests that anthropomorphism 
acts as an underlying attempt to attain mastery of one’s environment, particularly when perceived as uncertain 
and unpredictable (Waytz et al. 2010). Perhaps, in a similar way, our cartoon images somehow lessened the 
feelings of uncertainly and unpredictability that many of our respondents certainly expressed about their 
situations. Unquestionably, our cartoon images made people feel better: the content of the narratives may have 
been distressing, but the methodology did not have to be. Consequently, the first major iteration was to update 
the touchpoint images to cartoons, as illustrated in the second image in figure 2. 
The next change comprised additions to touchpoint images. Based on S-D logic’s construct that 
beneficiaries are the only people who can determine value, the TTT encourages people to select their own 
touchpoints (from a predetermined selection and/or their own) in order to map out their own unique journey. 
This is in contrast to many service design processes where actors other than customers usually design journey 
maps (Zomerdijk and Voss 2010), and only recently has research suggested that customer input is required 
(Lemon and Verhoef 2016). The touchpoint image cards gave participants control (a general component within 
our design theory); they were free to include in their unique stories of their unique experiences those service 
aspects (tangible and intangible) that were important to them, which may not be the same as those intuitive to 
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providers (Hagensen et al. 2016). While our results revealed deep and vital issues around central service 
dimensions (in our case, pain management, ease of suffering, dignity, and quality-of-death), this control enabled 
the revelation of an assortment of seemingly small details that actually transpired to be very important. An 
example is haircare, emerging as particularly crucial for female cancer patients, “when you’re stuck in a bed all 
day every day, it’s the one thing you love having done” (Patient); “she was always fussy about her hair and the 
little hair clips she used to wear, and she would say “oh look at the state of my hair!” (Bereaved). Other 
examples of areas easily overlooked in predesigned surveys that emerged as crucially important - and hence 
demanded inclusion into the TTT cards - were pets and pet therapy, being able to take a bath rather than a 
shower, and the importance of music. It is highly unlikely that such concerns would have been uncovered had 
we used a quantitative survey or even pre-determined questions in a semi-structured interview. Images for these 
touchpoints were duly added, mainly to the ‘little extras’ touchpoint card (see figure 2). 
The third major change entailed additions to the first and to a lesser extent the final touchpoint set. This 
transpired after it became clear that people wanted to talk about their extended customer journeys. Hence, this 
change resulted from feedback of the product artifact (the images) and the process (the methodology). Our 
original understanding of the need for a pre-arrival group of touchpoints related mainly to communication and 
information sources pertaining to the service. However, it soon became clear that participants needed to talk in-
depth about their journey prior to service access. It was clear from an early stage of demonstration that the 
original touchpoint images were not comprehensive enough to incorporate these issues that were crucially 
important to understanding the customer’s journey holistically. It was in the pre-arrival stage that we added the 
most touchpoint images: the final version of our pre-arrival card includes touchpoint images depicting care co-
ordination and the roles of other ecosystem actors (in our example, hospital doctors, and community nurses). 
Likewise, demonstration necessitated the addition of images pertaining to issues post-service (in our case, 
coping with grief, caring for the caregiver, and the impact of the service on the quality-of-life of bereaved 
families). We learned from this extended journey concept when designing the touchpoint images for the 
MedSurg unit and the veterinary practice, and we again witnessed the same phenomenon: people needed to 
explain their extended customer journeys, and to them their stories were incomplete without the ability to do so.  
Summative evaluation of the touchpoint images revealed very positive participant reactions. Comments 
such as, “oh what a clever way of doing it!” (Patient) and “these are very well done!” (Bereaved) were 
commonplace. Underpinned by the systems theory of disability, the TTT encompasses inclusive design 
principles. One of our respondents was illiterate, one had severe learning disabilities (including being deaf, and 
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therefore used the TTT cards and spoke to us through a translator), and several were initially hesitant about 
joining the research until they heard there were no forms to fill in. Many of our participants were extremely 
physically and emotionally vulnerable: two of our respondents had motor neuron disease (one narrated her story 
using speaking software), many had different types of cancer, and several had heart disease or COPD, yet all 
participated in the research willingly and without problem. We also used the TTT with children. In other words, 
the TTT is easy to use and inclusive: neither disability nor vulnerability constitute exclusion from service design 
research when using the TTT. Additionally, the TTT was easy to administer. No location problems emerged, 
while we found the pictures to be invaluable in enabling us to concentrate on what respondents were saying 
during their narratives, rather than us checking interview schedules. Because of the reliance on cartoon images, 
the TTT eliminates both inter-interview bias and bias from the ways in which an individual interviewer asks 
questions. Additionally, the cartoons also ensured we came across as friendly and informal in a way that perhaps 
interview schedules and clip-boards could not:  “you’ve both been so kind, it was thoughtful and you made me 
feel at ease” (Bereaved). 
Objective 2: Systematically capture the tactic knowledge embedded in lived experiences of service 
users. Striking was the number of participants who initially doubted they had much to say, only to later express 
surprise at how long they had spoken for, “gosh, I didn’t think I had that much to tell you!” (Caregiver). The 
average inpatient interview lasted 20-30 minutes, the average family caregiver 45 minutes, with some exceeding 
2 hours. Certainly evidence to support the episodic nature of information storage and retrieval emerged with the 
rich pictures acting as an aide memoir, and common responses included, “oh that reminds me!” (Caregiver). 
When concluding discussions, we always gave respondents an opportunity to mention anything else they 
wished; overwhelmingly responses were, “you have gone through everything so thoroughly, thank you very 
much” (Patient). In other words, the TTT does enable a ‘deep dive’ into the experiences of service users without 
being overbearing or intrusive. We found no evidence of the reluctance to discuss mortality that is so prevalent 
in society (Giovanni, 2012), nor did we find a reluctance to talk deeply due to an attachment for caring staff. 
There are several possible reasons for these positive results. First, it may be that the cartoon images allowed 
people to talk in a more abstract and less personal way about their care staff. Second, it may be that the control 
given to respondents over their narratives, either through the cartoons and/or through their control over 
touchpoint selection, or through the absence of any predetermined questions, allowed people to feel comfortable 
enough to narrate deep feelings and experiences even about these taboo and personal issues. In fact, despite the 
serious story content, some participants felt the process was therapeutic, “It was important for his story to be 
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told and I’m glad I’ve done it” (Bereaved), while expressions of gratitude and feelings that the research is 
meaningful were commonplace, “It shows that you people appreciate me and you are listening" (Patient). 
The grouping of the touchpoints along the customer journey ensured systematic data collection, and 
vastly aided systematic data analysis. The journey concept kept people on track, encouraging narratives that 
started before they accessed the service in question. This starting point proved invaluable in enabling these 
organizations to better understand their role in their wider ecosystem and indeed the need for better integration 
with other relevant service providers. 
Objective 3: Enhance understanding of value creation from the customer’s perspective. The control 
given to participants by allowing them to select their own touchpoints and therefore map their own unique 
journey, coupled with narratives rather predetermined questions, enabled us to understand value cocreation from 
the perspective of the customer. Narratives revealed holistic and minute details of unique and contextually 
determined value that incorporated different levels within and between the service hierarchy and in 
interdependencies between service systems. Our evaluation of whether or not the TTT meets objective 3 is 
perhaps best summed up in this quote from one Hospital Trust executive, “…in the development of this novel 
approach of patient engagement for evaluating the quality of clinical care, findings have illustrated the 
approach uncovers data which had hitherto remained hidden/undisclosed using traditional approaches.  The 
collaboration seeks to maximize the learning and innovation from different clinical and academic sectors, to 
address a problem which has often been tackled from a singular perspective – with limited success…. We are 
already exploring additional areas where the TTT may provide novel solutions to longstanding clinical 
problems.”  Clearly, the TTT provides a practical approach to expanding the focus of inquiry from the service 
encounter to the whole customer experience, with the rich description containing numerous novel insights into 
how customers view value creation. 
The use of posters (appendix D), as opposed to in-depth reports to which frontline staff would have no 
access, emerged as an effective way of ensuring all staff were given the opportunity to enhance their 
understanding of value creation. We invited staff to presentations that followed the format of the posters: for 
each of the groups of touchpoints (appendix B), we told them which aspects of service were excellent and which 
provided opportunities for improvement. Pointing out those service aspects that are excellent is an important 
part of the TTT, after all, this enabled organizations to better understand value creation from the customer’s 
perspective. At the same time, using the voices of service users in this feedback to staff resonated with them. 
Impact on individuals is an important aspect of artifact evaluation in DSR research (Hevner et al. 2004). In more 
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than one instance, frontline staff, visibly moved during feedback, cited the patient voices to be particularly 
poignant. The liberation of knowledge from artifacts is a central issue in DSR (Chesbrough and Spohrer 2006), 
and we found the feedback posters to be integral to the TTT as a methodology to enhance understanding among 
staff of customer value creation. 
Objective 4: Uncover viable and practical opportunities for innovation. This final evaluation section 
considers the performance of the TTT as an enabling methodology. We set out to design a practical way to 
transfer understanding of value cocreation into opportunities to reconfigure resources within and between 
service systems and the different levels of the service hierarchy. The TTT meets this objective. Although the 
rich and thick description that emerged from the systematic capturing of lived experiences of service users 
comprises over 1.5 million words and evaluation of results is beyond the scope of this methodology paper, in 
this final evaluation section we appraise the TTT with some examples of the innovations that came about as a 
direct result of its use. In their analysis of the ways in which service research and service design has evolved, 
Foglieni et al. (2018, p. 10) stress that “service must be considered more a perspective on value creation than an 
activity or a category of market offerings”.  Recall that our earlier discussion stressed that people-centeredness 
is essential to service design. Indeed, a design for service approach (Kimbell 2011; Meroni and Sangiorgi 2011; 
Wetter-Edman et al. 2014), views service innovation as the creation or alteration of conditions where actor 
interactions occur. These interactions take place over time. Consequently, service innovation is about the ways 
in which resources and actors are reconfigured in order to enhance situations for customers (Edvardsson et al. 
2010; Meroni and Sangiorgi 2011). We classify our examples of these innovations using the Multilevel Service 
Design (MSD) model (Patrício et al. 2011). Table 4 illustrates some of these value enhancements – or 
innovations –within all three hierarchical levels. 
Table 4 Here 
Redesigned service encounters better reflect user needs, from communication channels (less reliance on 
leaflets and web site, more on ways to encourage word-of-mouth and face-to-face interactions), through changes 
in clinical protocols around the area of advance care planning for improved clinical encounters. The increased 
availability of hospice volunteers, including all night every night, means people are less frightened and isolated. 
Numerous changes to the service delivery systems of individual organizations have occurred, from simple things 
like improving the Wi-Fi, purchasing audio books, and arranging mobile hairdressers, through changing 
protocols at different stages in the customer journey, and even to clinician’s employment contracts, all of which 
enhance value from the customer’s perspective. At first glance many of these changes may not seem particularly 
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far-reaching, and indeed would fail to be classified as radical using the traditional innovation classification 
systems. However, as we have argued throughout this paper, when viewed from a customer value perspective, a 
different picture emerges. Conditions where seriously ill people, due to the effects of chemotherapy, no longer 
have the pleasure of reading a book, or are stressed because they are losing their hair, now have these situations 
enhanced through audio books and mobile hairdressers. Frightened people, many facing their own mortality, 
now feel less isolated due to the availability of volunteers at any time of the day or night. More bereaved 
families, desperate for counselling and support, now have a network of people to turn to. Clearly, when viewed 
with empathy, from the perspective of the service user, these seemingly little things become considerable 
enhancements to situations for customers. The ways in which customers realize value from a holistic standpoint 
has led to many further and significant innovations. Efforts are still ongoing to better integrate actors in the 
wider health ecosystem, but those already initiated include staff training and networking across healthcare 
organizations, and more focused communications to ensure the right information reaches clinicians who may be 
required to make a hospice referral. These changes are putting into place the conditions in which actor 
interactions occur, paving the way for greater value creation and enhancement for the future.  
Perhaps one of the most significant innovations already realized as a direct result of the TTT is Red 
Hospice’s launch of its new Hospice@Home service. Red Hospice launched this addition to its service portfolio 
as a result of a better understanding of their customer’s full journey, particularly the crisis levels some families 
experienced before they arrived at hospice. Application of the TTT also uncovered a major issue: while users 
were grateful for the hospice services, many would have preferred to die at home. For some families, this last 
wish had gone unrealized, despite major efforts.  The impact of artifacts on organizations and individuals is a 
crucial consideration of DSR (Hevner et al. 2004), particularly the observable effects on people and society 
(Peffers et al. 2018). In the first 5 months of operation, the new Hospice@Home service reached 175 new 
patients and their families. In that short period, the service avoided over 50 hospital admissions, and more 
importantly from a value creation perspective, enabled 102 people to attain their preferred place of death. 
Stage 6: Communication 
Through various communications we have highlighted the rigor, utility, and ease of use of the TTT to 
several other hospices and palliative care providers who then requested our collaboration. There are plans in 
place to present the TTT to a major national networking event to further UK hospices. Of equal importance, the 
research team recently accepted an invitation to the UK Parliament to share results in order to inform the All-
Party Parliamentary Group on Hospice and Palliative Care. Through our own networks we were able to 
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communicate the theoretical benefits of our TTT sufficiently in order to convince the New York hospital and the 
veterinary practice to collaborate with us, thus demonstrating the utility of the TTT outside the service for which 
it was originally designed. By communicating our DSR artifacts to the wider academic community, we hope a 
wide array of service researchers utilize the TTT and find it to be as successful as we do. 
 
CONCLUSION 
This paper has detailed the design, development, and implementation of the Trajectory Touchpoint 
Technique (TTT), a deep dive methodology that harnesses customer experiences for enriched understanding of 
value throughout multilevel service components to ultimately increase innovativeness. Driven by S-D logic, the 
ways in which service innovation is viewed is shifting in emphasis from one focused on outputs to one focused 
on customer value and experiences (Skålén et al. 2015). Theoretically, S-D logic’s framework enriches 
understanding of value cocreation by focusing on value-in-use and context and always from the customer’s 
perspective. The lens of S-D logic views service innovation as creating and reconfiguring resources to transform 
the design, delivery, and perceptions of services. However, S-D logic lacks the practical techniques that 
organizations need to guide them in the ways they can gather the unique insights into value cocreation and then 
reconfigure their resources to innovate through enhancement of value. Service design, with its abundance of 
practical methods, is increasingly suggested as the way to bridge the gap between the theoretical perspective of 
S-D logic and the tools and techniques needed to operationalize it (Wetter-Edman et al., 2014). However, 
despite recent suggestions that the merging of S-D logic and service design is a way to design for service 
(Kimbell 2011; Meroni and Sangiorgi 2011; Wetter-Edman et al. 2017), service designers had not yet developed 
such a methodology, and research had offered little guidance on how to achieve these synergies. The TTT 
therefore fills this gap.  
We contribute a nascent design theory that meets meta-requirements (Gregor and Hevnor 2013), 
generalizable to a wide variety of organizations. Our class requirements are based on current thinking which 
demands that service design and innovation must emphasize value and experience (Skålén et al. 2015; Vargo 
and Lusch 2008) within and between different levels of the service hierarchy (Patrício et al. 2018). S-D logic 
decrees that customers uniquely and phenomenologically determine value, and there is widespread agreement 
that customer involvement in the innovation process is crucial (Edvardsson et al. 2010; Lusch and Nambisan 
2015). Consequently, we added general components that the artifact needed to possess, specifically articulating 
the need for a service design methodology that would systematically capture the rich and thick description of 
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customer’s service experiences throughout their whole customer journey, incorporating different aspects and 
levels of the service. Based on the fact that global populations are aging, but are doing so without optimum 
health, we wanted this methodology to incorporate inclusive design principles, ensuring it was applicable to all. 
Finally, through a process of systematic and value-focused thematic analysis, we specified that the methodology 
needed to uncover viable opportunities for resource integration in order to improve service for customers. In 
order to achieve this, the methodology also needed to incorporate an accessible knowledge transfer process, 
effectively utilizing staff as operant resources. Clearly, these requirements and components are not limited in 
their applicability, and are relevant for a wide variety of service organizations. 
The second component of our nascent design theory is the practice theory, which prescribes in a 
practical way how to design the artifact so that other researchers within other organizations can use it.  Though 
the granularity of kernel theory constructs are often difficult to map into design goals (Kuechler and Vaishnavi 
2012), we have detailed the ways in which salient propositions within our kernel theories and chosen service 
design methods blend together to build a methodology that meets the class requirements. We have detailed how 
the application of narrative theory and EBCD leads to storytelling which, in turn, provides rich and deep 
understanding of customer’s lived experiences and perceptions of value. Mindful of the systems theory of 
disability, the TTT uses rich pictures to ensure inclusive design: people do not need to be able to read, write, or 
physically interact with researchers or designers in order to have their voices heard, which is important given 
projections relating to health and aging in the future (UN 2019; WHO 2018). Rich cartoon pictures overcome 
problems of discussing taboo issues by introducing them without the need for direct questioning, while the 
pictures provide a standardized way of collecting data that eliminates sources of interviewer bias. The concept 
of customer journeys with touchpoints encourages rich narratives, as stories have a beginning, a middle, and an 
end, while enabling people to select from a wide range of potential touchpoints acts as an aide memoir and 
effectively assists recall of episodic memories. Selecting their own touchpoints also ensures customers are able 
to map their own unique journey, based on S-D logic’s insistence that value is uniquely, phenomenologically, 
and contextually determined. Stressing the holistic nature of the experience via customer journey narratives also 
overcomes a focus solely on the service encounter and therefore negates the prominence often resulting from 
feelings of intimacy with front-line actors. Our design theory therefore contributes formally codified design 
knowledge that will be useful to a class of problems, applicable to any organizations wishing to better 
understand how to improve customer service based on S-D logic’s perspective of value creation. 
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Often, when designing an artifact using DSR, a contribution to its theoretical foundations is possible 
(Hevner et al. 2004). We make such contributions. First, we introduce attachment theory to service design, 
which suggests people may sometimes be reluctant to give constructive feedback about services due to the 
relationship they have with human actors who provide the front-line encounters. We show how utilizing cartoon 
rich pictures somehow negates this barrier and encourages narratives that are rich and candid. Second, only 
recently has the use of the systems theory of disability strengthened a DSR project (Tuunanen and Peffers 
2018). The inclusion of this theory in the design of the TTT, and the subsequent use of inclusive design 
principles, negates exclusion from service design research on the basis of vulnerability or disability and adds to 
the applicability of the systems theory of disability for service design. The use of established service design 
methods when building the TTT enhances its validity (Domigall et al. 2013) and allows us to make 
contributions to them. We extend understanding of customer journeys, unveiling the need for researchers to 
extend their lenses in order to ensure the journey is as long as the customer perceives it to be. By demonstrating 
how to enable customers to select their own touchpoints and effectively map their own unique journey, we 
overcome some critical flaws of customer journey maps (Rosenbaum et al. 2017). Finally, we make a 
contribution to service design using DSR, which is still relatively novel in service research. Our contribution of 
both an artefact and a nascent design theory answers calls for such research to anchor this field (Teixeira et al. 
2018). 
Through a detailed DSR project spanning 4 years and incorporating 9 different organizations and 240 
service users, we contribute a field-tested service design methodology that solves real problems and extends 
organizational capabilities (Hevner et al. 2004). We have demonstrated its use in palliative care services (core 
service provision is care, not cure), a more mainstream health setting (focusing on cure), and a veterinary 
service. All three services have different value propositions and different organizational-level service systems. 
We can conceive of no viable reason why a wide range of service organizations where customer experience is 
paramount cannot use the TTT. Theoretically, the TTT has potential to enhance understanding of value creation 
in luxury holidays, concerts, festivals, theme parks, or events, and we have provided the detailed prescription in 
order for other researchers to test this proposition. 
We have shown how the TTT systematically collects service user’s unique phenomenological 
perceptions of value at multiple levels of service, resulting in demonstrable innovations at each level of the 
service hierarchy. The TTT has proven ability to uncover opportunities for innovation that other mainstream 
methods failed to spotlight. We have also demonstrated how the TTT overcomes many limitations of alternative 
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service design methods; it is not cumbersome, time consuming or particularly expensive, nor does it entail 
physical interactions with service designers or require bespoke software. Yet, drawing on the socio-material 
approach to service design (Kimbell and Blomberg 2017), the TTT is able to acknowledge the messy realities 
shaping service experiences and how these experiences can be harnessed and transferred to useful and practical 
service innovations within and across levels of the service hierarchy. We have demonstrated empirically how 
the TTT is a much called-for enabling methodology that bridges the gap between the theoretical focus on value 
cocreation and resource integration that S-D logic provides, and the practical technique needed for 
implementation (Frow et al. 2015; Fuentes and Smyth 2016). We encourage use of the TTT in any organization 
wishing to incorporate the principles of S-D logic and value cocreation into service design, but is currently 
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Table 1: Method parts chosen from the method base to inform the design of the TTT 
           
Service  
Design  
Method &  
conceptualization 
Objective 1. 
Be easy to use for both 
researcher/service 
provider, & all service 
users 
Objective 2. 
Systematically capture the 
tactic knowledge embedded in 
lived experiences of service 
users. 
Objective 3. 
Enhance understanding of value 
creation from customer’s 
perspective: value emerges in 
context within interconnections of 
tangible and intangible resources. 
 
Objective 4. 
Uncover viable opportunities for 
innovation via opportunities to 
reconfigure resources within & 
between service systems different 
levels of the service hierarchy. 
Touchpoints 
Clatworthy 2011; 
Zomerdijk and Voss 
2010)  
 
Points of contact, or 
interactions, between 
a service provider 
and a customer; a 
central concept in 
service design 
 
(+) Easy to understand 
concept.  
 
(+) Helps customers to 
articulate connections with 
myriad touchpoints, going 
beyond interactions with 




(-) Literature acknowledges 
importance of touchpoints, but 
provides little guidance how to 
design, orchestrate, and 
coordinate them. 
 
(-) Touchpoints must be those 
interactions that are important to 
the customer; these may differ 
from those intuitive to the 
service provider. 
(+) Touchpoints can be physical, 
sensorial, symbolic & social, & 
include customer expectations, 




(-) Touchpoint identification alone 
does not provide insight into value 
cocreation 
(-) Individual touchpoints risk 
partitioning the service – touchpoints 
alone provide little insight into 
processual service elements.  
 
(-) Lack of best practice exemplars on 
how to integrate and coordinate 
individual touchpoints. 
 
(-) Identification of touchpoints does 
not provide managers with guidance 
on how to use touchpoints for 
innovation. 
 
(-) Do not provide a view of the 
overall service system. 
 
Servicescapes 
(Bitner 1992; Parker 
and Heapy 2006) 
 
The physical 
environment in which 




(-) No unified servicescape 
determinants for all service 
organizations. 
(-) Concept does not aid 
knowledge capture 
(+) Servicescape design can have a 
profound impact on customer 
experience. 
 
(+) Incorporates the major 
dimensions of   
ambience, physical design, &  
social  
 
(-) No consensus as to the situations 
in which the servicescape becomes 
critical to customer experiences. 
 
(-) Literature provides little guidance 
as to the role of the servicescape in 
service design. 
 
(-) Servicescapes do not capture the 





Bitner et al. 2008;  
Patrício et al.  2008) 
 
Mapping technique to 
visualize entire 
service system. 
(-) Complex & cumbersome 
when attempting to map a 
multifaceted service 
offering. 
(-) Inordinate amount of 
information required to map 
each service dimension. 
 
(-) Tells us little (if anything) 
about the perceptions of service 
users. 
(+) Forces us to consider tangible and 
intangible aspects of the entire 
service system. 
 
(-) Unable to cope with the 
complexity of multiple service 
offerings  
 
(-) Takes a dyadic view of the service 
encounter where the customer has a 
passive role. 
 
(+) Ensures service designers break 
down a service into logical 
components and processes. 
 
(+) Depicts a service offering from a 
multidimensional perspective 
(customer actions, onstage & 
backstage employee actions, support 




(Rosenbaum et al. 
2017; Zomerdijk and 
Voss 2010) 
 
A linear depiction of 
the customer service 
experience. 
(+) Can map the service 
from the customer’s 
perspective. 
 
(-) Simple visualizations of 
the basic linear service 
process omit nuanced yet 
crucially important 
touchpoints; the more 
complex methods can be too 




(-) Usually, internal actors 
design the maps, risking 
omitting touchpoints important 
to the customer 
 
 
(-) Assumes all customers experience 
the same touchpoints. 
 
(-) Assumes all touchpoints are of 
equal importance.  
 
(+) Incorporates consideration of the 
process as well as the various 
encounters. 
(+) Goes beyond the core service 
offering to incorporate pre-and post- 
consumption stages  
 
(+) Acknowledges both processual 
and experiential aspects of service. 
 
(+) Helps understanding of customer 
experience across various service 
levels. 
 
(-) Does not provide a view of the 
overall service system. 
EBCD 
(Bate & Robert 2007; 




group discussions to 
identify emotionally 
significant key 
service elements (i.e., 
touchpoints). 
(-) Staff resource intensive.  
 
(-) Time consuming: a 
typical EBCD study takes 12 
months. 
 
(-) This is an expensive 
method, typically costing in 
region of $40,000 for 
investigating one element of 
a single service.  
(+) Focus on storytelling allows 




(+) Brings users and providers 
together to explore cocreation 
opportunities. 
 
(+) Including staff in search for 
innovation solutions ensures staff on-
board to innovation process.  
 
 
(-) Concentrates on specific service 
dimensions, but is unable to take a 
holistic perspective to examine the 
whole customer experience.  
 
(-) Because EBCD concentrates on 
precise service dimensions, evidence 
suggests the method leads to small 
scale changes rather than systematic 






(Bell, Berg and 
Morse, 2016) 
 
A method for 
exploring a situation 
through diagrams, 
pictures, or mental 
models. 
(+) Images enhance attention 
and recall. 
 
(+) People process images 
more quickly than words. 
 
(+) Can be used with people 
unable to read & write 
(+) Intuition and sub-
consciousness connect to 
impressions and symbols better 
than words, so can capture and 
elucidate potential influences 
that may otherwise have 
remained hidden. 
 
(+)Enhances and enriches the 
data collected, compared to 
usual in-depth interviews.   
 
(+) Increases the amount of 
useful data generated. 
(-) Paucity of service research studies 
using rich pictures in this way meant 
we lacked evidence that they would 
be effective in this context. 
 
(+) Appropriate for complex research 
situations where multiple forces and 




















Figure 2: Early versus finalized design of touchpoint cards 
 















1. Drawing on blueprinting & 
servicescape methods to 
identify tangible intangible 
touchpoints, identify as many 
potential touchpoints as 
possible from myriad sources. 
See appendix A for a working 
example.
2. Group the potential 
touchpoints into stages of 
customer journey and 
dimensions of the service. See 
appendix B for a working 
example. 
3. Transform the touchpoints 
into rich image cartoons, 
upload each group onto a tablet 
& print each group onto large 
laminated cards. See second 
image of figure 2 for an 
example. 
4. Ensure participants have read 
(or had read to them) a 
prepared information sheet. 
Give opportunity to ask any 
further questions or clarify 
anything.  
5. Reiterate confidentiality, 
anonymity, and uniqueness of 
journey narratives. Stress no 
right or wrong answers: their 
feelings, perceptions & 
experiences matter. Obtain 
consent to audio record.
6. Introduce TTT cards. 
Explain images are merely 
examples of things they may 
want to talk about, stress they 
are free to talk about as many 
as they wish, omit those they 
wish, and add anything they 
wish.
7. If applicable, ascertain 
preference for tablet over large 
laminated card. Some people 
may be unable to hold a tablet, 
hence placing card in front of 
them may be more practical. 
8. Storytelling starts with the 
introduction of the first (pre-
arrival) card & an invitation to 
start their story with the first 
reference to the service. (E.g., 
in our case this was the first 
mention of the word 'hospice'). 
9. To enable systematic data 
collection, reveal each new 
card only when participant is 
sure they have completed each 
card. For some people (e.g., in 
our case current in-patients) the 
final card is not applicable.
10. Limit questions solely to 
probes (e.g., how did that make 
you feel?) to ensure uniqueness 
of storytelling. Utilize distress 
protocol if applicable. At end, 
invite participants to add 
anything to their narratives.
11. Transcribe data verbatim. 2 
researchers independently 
manually thematically analyze. 
Collate themes into dimensions 
of the multilevel service design 
model (see column 1 of table 4 
for an example).  
12. Feedback to service 
provider staff with 
presentations & interactive 
feedback posters (see appendix 






Figure 4: Research Inputs and Outputs 
 
    Inputs                                                                                                                    Outputs 
                     Kernel theories & existing service design methods            Artifact        Nascent mid-range theory 









































Table 2: Design Theory 
 















Service innovation must consider value cocreation from the customer’s perspective. 
Understanding value cocreation comes from the customer’s lived experiences. These experiences are 
unique hence service users must select touchpoints that resonate in order to map their own unique 
journey. 
Because the beneficiary uniquely and phenomenologically determines value, organizations need to 
capture customer’s insights into value in a systematic and inclusive manner.  
Value needs to be understood holistically, considering interdependencies between service systems as 
well as within and between levels of the service hierarchy. 
Service innovation entails understanding how to create and reconfigure resources to transform 
service systems. 
Organizations need to know how to practically design services in order to integrate resources for 
























Systematic data capture process. 
Give control. 
Use inclusive design principles. 
Holistic and multi-dimensional perspective.  
Systematic value-focused thematic analysis  
Accessible knowledge transfer process. 
 



















 Existing service design methods: Touchpoints, Servicescapes, Service Blueprinting, Customer 
Journey Maps, EBCD, Rich Pictures. Refer to table 1 for detailed explanation  
 
Kernel theories: S-D Logic and Cocreation, Attachment Theory, Narrative Theory, Systems Theory 













DSR process: Refer to figure 1 for general process. 
 

















1. Due to its inclusive design principles, the TTT is easy to use with the majority of customers. 
2. The design of the TTT will aid systematic capture of tactic knowledge embedded in lived 
experiences of service users. 
3. The TTT enhances the organization’s understanding of value from the customer’s perspective. 
4. Because the TTT’s design encourages service users to narrate their own unique experiences, it 
will reveal viable and practical innovation opportunities hitherto unconsidered.  
5. The TTT is adaptable for use with a range of services  
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Table 3: Collaborating Organizations (n = 9) and Participant Profile (n=240) 
 Participating Organizations Service User Profile 














Inpatient Unit;  Outpatient center 4 14 12 8 38 
1 Yellow 
Hospice 
City NW  
England  
 
40% Govt.  
60% charity 








Inpatient Unit; Day hospice;  
Hospice@home  








Inpatient Unit;  Day therapy unit;   
Hospice@home  







Children’s Hospice with Inpatient 
Unit, Respite Services;  
End-of-Life Bereavement Suites 
 





Govt. funded hospital 
& research grants  
Specialist hospital inpatient unit for 
most complex end-of-life needs  






Team in Govt. funded 
hospital 
Multidisciplinary Specialist Palliative 
Care Team delivering a range of 
support & pain management  
N/A 4 11 5 20 
 














NY Private Hospital Inpatient unit delivers care for 
patients with a multiplicity of 
medical & post-surgical needs 
 
25 N/A N/A N/A 25 






Range of veterinary services 
including Orthopedic Surgery, CT 
Scans, ER (24/7), Inpatient Care, 
Hydrotherapy & Rehabilitation  
6 14 N/A N/A 26 
Total 65 57 69 43 240 
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Figure 5: Evaluation Strategy 
Stages Stage 1  
Explicate evaluation goals        
Stage 2  
Choose evaluation strategy    
















formative v summative 
artificial v naturalistic 
Uncertainty & risk reduction 
user or technically oriented 
Ethics  
consider safety and dignity of 
participants 
Efficiency 
resources (time and money) 
available 
Quick & Simple suitable for 
small/simple designs with low 
social/technical risk 
Human Risk & Effectiveness risk 
is user oriented & critical goal is 
rigorous establishment of artifact 
utility in real situations 
Technical Risk & Efficacy when 
risk is technically oriented but 
evaluation with real users is 
prohibitively expensive  
Purely Technical Artefact  
No social aspects to consider 
Determine evaluands 
Consider evaluation goals (step 
1) & chosen strategy (step 2). 
Distinguish product artifacts 
from process artifacts. 
Determine generic evaluation 
properties – nature of artifact 
will impact e.g., ISO standards 
may be applicable for technical 
artifacts, other evaluation 
criteria such as effectiveness, 
efficiency, perceived usefulness, 
impact. 
Determine number and 
nature of actual evaluation 
episodes, considering decision 
made from analyses within 
previous stages 
Consider resource constraints 
Prioritize contextual factors. 
  









Goal is to rigorously establish 
utility of TTT via: 
 
Formative evaluation in early 
stages of demonstration: risk 
with cartoon images 
 
Summative evaluation to judge 
outcomes against objectives: 
ease of use under distressing 
circumstances 
 
Naturalistic evaluation across 
different hospices and palliative 
care organizations – greater 
resources required but required 
for high levels of rigor 
Human Risk & Effectiveness 
Strategy:  
Focus on rigorous evaluation of 
the effectiveness of the TTT across 
hospices and other palliative care 
providers.  
 
Demonstration of the TTT’s ability 
to be easily adapted to services 
other than palliative care. 
 




The touchpoint visuals cards 
 
Process artifacts 




Utility against original goals: 
1. Ease of use 
2. Systematically capture lived 
experiences 
3. Insight into value creation 
4. Understanding 




evaluation (human risk and 
effectiveness strategy) against 
objective 1  
 
Summative naturalistic 
evaluation (human risk and 
effectiveness strategy), using 
in-depth case study comprising 
the multiple palliative care 
providers. Specifically: 
Evaluate product and process 
artifacts against objectives 1-3 
 
Evaluate process artifact 




Table 4:  Examples of innovations at each level of service 




Value  Constellation: A system of systems – the network of service offerings by different service providers 
 
Need for more counselling for caregivers“…I would just like a counsellor...I just don’t know 
what I should be like, my husband is dying… But do other people feel like that, or is it just 
me?..... I just want someone to say oh yeah you do feel like that, or no you are mad, you can’t 
wait to get rid of him, you know. Just…. to see if I am normal” (Caregiver);  
“Oh I do need to talk but luckily I have a very good friend” (Caregiver). 
 
Hearing about Hospice services was often late & serendipitous “we were at the hospital and 
I spotted a leaflet – I don’t know why the GP had not mentioned it – we needed it a lot earlier… 
because we have struggled” (Caregiver);  
“even our doctor was not clear that hospices were for people with non-cancer diagnoses as 
well” (Caregiver);  
“He was really struggling and he didn’t know about the hospice… he looked to his district 
nurses and they had not really done their job and made the connection” (Caregiver).  
 
Many want to die at home, but families are unable to cope “We started to look at places for 
residential care in the vicinity, but we also had to convince him to leave his home…. it all took 
a bit of work to convince him that he should go into care and leave his lovely home” 
(Caregiver); “He had said that he wanted to die at home but…” (Caregiver); “The situation at 
home was disintegrating” (Bereaved);“There’s no doubt about it, being at home is by far and 
away the best option, in my view” (Caregiver). 
 
‘Graduate Groups’ and other user-led support groups now 
launched – Hospice staff facilitated the inauguration of these 




Major changes to ecosystem networks include the launch of 
training programs delivered by the hospices with local family 
doctors on a (regular) bi-annual cycle, & monthly lunchtime 
training forum for relevant professionals (e.g., care home 
managers). These training and networking sessions are building 
relationships and dialogue and constantly uncovering ways to 
improve integration among the various actors. 
 
Red Hospice launches new Hospice@Home service 
This innovation came about as a direct result of better 
understanding the true value of its service provision, and indeed the 
crisis levels some families experienced before they received the 
service. 
 
Service System: The organization’s configuration of resources. Incorporates people, processes (front & back stage) & environment 
 
Continuity of care problems "Towards the end of his life it would have been nice if they 
weren’t bank [locum] staff, not that they weren’t good but they didn’t know him or him them" 
(Bereaved). 
 
Unable to concentrate due to illness or medication (e.g., chemotherapy) 
"she loves reading but she can’t as she can’t concentrate anymore" (Caregiver); 
 “I really miss a good book but I can’t sit up long enough to read now” (Patient) 
 
Changes to employment contracts and rosters Doctors now work 
more sessions in order to provide greater levels of continuity. 
 
 
Audio books and newspapers are now available for those patients 





Servicescape issues for hospital-based outpatients; from clinic waiting rooms to the 
environment in which bad news is delivered: “The waiting room…it was a bit yucky.” 
“Sometimes we were looking for a bit more privacy than there was in that particular waiting 
room.” “We were put in a room which didn't have any windows, and it had a light which come 
on when you moved.” “...off the corridor.. a little cell…very brown” (Patients) 
 
Shared spaces matter: and not everyone feels the same way “she was not a particularly 
social person…a shared ward was a problem” (bereaved); while for others the contrast was 
striking: “the first couple of nights I was a bit lonely…     I’d have preferred some company” 
(Patient) 
A new quiet room now allocated for patients and their families for 
use before or after appointments. This room was designed with 




Admission protocols altered and now include questions on shared 
versus private ward preferences 
 
Service Encounter: The Touchpoints 
 
Existing Communications fails to bust misconceptions “Yeah I looked at the website…we 
were given some leaflets as well… I binned them” (Parent); “it’s quite different seeing 
something on a website to how it actually is, how somewhere feels” (Bereaved) 
 
Feelings of isolation for some inpatients “Um, if I am totally honest, I did feel quite isolated 
at times because you are on your own for quite a long time in the day, between people popping 
in to see you officially, you know? I know it is very busy and the team work really hard but it 
just seems like long days and sometimes it was very, um, it would have been nice to have 
someone to talk to” 
 
Issues around personal appearance Particularly pertinent for female cancer patients: “she 
would say “oh look at the state of my hair!” (Bereaved). 
 
Clinical encounter: issues around dying From insufficient information: “looking back I 
think… they were trying to tell me something” (Bereaved) ; To being too forthright: “the doctor 
was talking about the do not resuscitate form…I was taken aback, at that point nobody said that 
Jim was about to pass away” (Bereaved) 
‘Meet and Eat’ Program launched where public & prospective 
users are invited into the hospice to learn more about the services 
offered. 
 
New roles for volunteers now there is always a volunteer on the 
ward ready and willing to talk to a patient, even during the night 




Mobile hairdressers now visit several hospices each week. 
 
 
New clinical communication protocols initiated With far more 
emphasis on disease trajectory and the importance of advanced care 
planning.  
 
 
